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Senior Laravel Developer
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Company: Zikra Infotech

Location: , , Pakistan

Category: other-general

Working Hours: Flexible (8 Hours), with mandatory availability between 6 PM to 10 PM PST

during regular days.About Us:Zikra Infotech LLC is at the forefront of digital transformation

for small businesses with our innovative Z360.BIZ platform. Leveraging cutting-edge AI

technology, we are setting new standards in small business operations across various

industries in the digital era.Job Description:As a Senior Backend Developer specializing in

Laravel at Zikra Infotech LLC, you will play a critical role in the development and

optimization of the backend aspects of our Z360.BIZ platform. Your expertise in Laravel will be

crucial in developing complex server-side logic, defining and maintaining the central

database, and ensuring high performance and responsiveness to requests from the front-

end. This role requires a seasoned developer who is skilled in building scalable web

applications and capable of tackling back-end challenges efficiently.Responsibilities:-

Design and implement robust backend services for the Z360.BIZ platform using Laravel to

handle complex workflows and business logic.-Ensure optimal integration and functionality of

backend services with front-end components built by other team members.-Develop and

maintain a clean and efficient database schema using migration tools provided by Laravel.-

Optimize application for maximum speed and scalability with effective use of caching and

other performance enhancement techniques.-Lead backend development projects from

conception to implementation, ensuring that all technical requirements, deadlines, and

scheduling aligns with project goals.-Write reusable, testable, and efficient code while

adhering to best practices in software development.-Provide technical leadership and

mentorship to a team of developers, enhancing their skills in Laravel and other backend
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technologies.Requirements:-Minimum 2 years experience in backend development with a

strong command of Laravel framework.-Proven experience building high-performance,

scalable applications using Laravel.-Familiarity with SQL/NoSQL databases and their

declarative query languages.-Proficient understanding of code versioning tools, such as Git,

and CI/CD practices.-Strong problem solving and communication skills, ability to handle

complex and varied tasks.-Demonstrated leadership abilities with experience managing or

leading development projects.-Competitive salary package with potential for growth.-

Opportunity to work on AI-enhanced projects that are shaping the future of small business

management.-Access to comprehensive learning resources and continuous professional

development.-Be part of a dynamic, innovative, and supportive team.-Engage in work that

makes a tangible impact on the business landscape.Join Us:If you are a dedicated and

proficient Backend Developer with expertise in Laravel, and you are looking to impact the

digital landscape of small businesses, apply to join our team at Zikra Infotech LLC. Please

submit your resume along with any portfolio or GitHub links demonstrating your back-end

projects.Apply today and lead the way in backend development at a pioneering tech

company!Skills RequiredPHP, Laravel, MVC, RESTful APIs, MySQL, Git, CI/CD

processes
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